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Director’s Statement

"The fact that INE researchers live
here makes us better equipped
to observe, understand, develop
and innovate in our built and
natural environments." �

The state fiscal year ending June 30, 2014, marked the
32nd year for the Institute of Northern Engineering
(INE) and the ninth year in its current organization as
part of the College of Engineering and Mines.
During this past fiscal year, we focused on mentorship.
INE faculty, researchers and staff assisted new faculty
in navigating proposal writing and the grant
management process. As the number of new faculty in
the college continues to grow, mentoring has never
been more important.

Daniel M. White serves as INE director and
associate vice chancellor for research at UAF.

into an Arctic environment. Because INE researchers
live here, we are better equipped to observe,
understand, develop and innovate in our built and
natural environments. INE researchers are positioned
to be the best competitors for state and federal
resources to solve critical research needs. Whether
these needs are for understanding the movement of
frozen debris lobes, extracting rare earth minerals from
coal ash, modeling water resources for ice roads or
preventing permafrost subsidence of oil wells, INE
researchers find solutions to Arctic challenges.

In the spirit of mentoring, it is critical that we focus
efforts on being competitive. The State of Alaska and
Federal science agencies are tightening their belts as
we enter a lean fiscal period. At the same time, the
number of polar researchers and polar research
projects is increasing. The 2007-2008 International
Polar Year (IPY) focused the world’s attention on the
Arctic. Since the IPY, the University of Washington,
University of Northern Iowa and several other
universities across the country have launched Arctic
research initiatives as a result of this increased focus.

If you are a faculty, staff or student researcher, focus on
your competitive edge. Provide solutions for the cold
regions’ intractable problems.

Unlike “Lower 48” university researchers conducting
projects in the Arctic, INE faculty, staff and students
live and work in Alaska and step out their front door

Daniel M. White
dmwhite@alaska.edu
907-474-5457
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If you are a state or federal agency, private company or
a foundation, engage an INE researcher to provide
solutions to your research needs. INE’s researchers live
and breathe the cold regions.

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

&

MINES

INSTITUTE OF NORTHERN ENGINEERING

Alaska Center for
Energy and Power

Water and Environmental
Research Center

INE General Research
Some faculty conduct research directly
through INE in areas such as vehicle
development, robotics, sensor networks,
nanotechnology, and mechanical and
materials research. To learn more,
contact Director Daniel White at
dmwhite@alaska.edu, 907-474-5457.

Advanced Security
System Education,
Research and
Training Center
Gwen Holdmann,
Director

Alaska University
Transportation
Center
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Director
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Director
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Matthew Wooller,
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RESEARCH

Alaska Center for Energy and Power
ACEP works with industry and utilities to
develop and disseminate practical,
cost-effective and innovative energy
solutions for Alaska and beyond.
The Alaska Center for Energy and Power (ACEP)
is an applied energy research program that excels at
responding to both the immediate and long term
needs of residents, industries and agencies while
focusing on research related to community and
industry-scale energy issues. ACEP serves
technology developers and early adapters by making
its test facilities and expert staff available to clients,
researchers and communities. Projects focus on a
range of fossil and renewable energy technologies,
including diesel technology, hydrokinetic energy
generation (from river, wave and tidal sources),
integration of high-contribution renewable energy
into grids, to energy storage technologies and
powerhouse control strategies.

To learn more, visit http://acep.uaf.edu/

The Power Systems Integration (PSI) Laboratory
houses an islanded grid system comparable in size
and operation to a typical Alaska village. This facility
mimics a typical village utility system allowing
researchers to test solutions without risking power
outages to homes and businesses. The lab uses
programmable load banks to simulate demand while
generating and coordinating power output with a
wind turbine simulator, a battery bank and a diesel
electric generator.
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Most recently, the lab was used to test the viability
of a propriety flywheel energy storage technology
and control system for stabilizing a village-size grid
with a high contribution of power from intermittent
renewable sources. The PSI lab is a significant asset
for the islanded microgrid industry in Alaska and
throughout the world.
In addition to its work with power systems
integration, ACEP research facilities are enabling the
hydrokinetic generation industry to move forward.
ACEP established the Tanana River Hydrokinetic
Test Site (TRTS) in Nenana, 60 miles south of UAF’s
main campus. The TRTS is used for testing
hydrokinetic power generators and related
technologies in realistic Alaskan river conditions.
The site is also used to develop and demonstrate
debris diversion technology and strategies since river
debris poses a significant threat to the long-term
deployment of hydrokinetic power-generating
devices both in the state and in developing nations
throughout the world. This summer, the TRTS was
used by a client to measure the performance of an
in-river turbine in the harsh Tanana River
environment. Although tidal-related test sites can be
found elsewhere in the world, the TRTS is the only
in-river site available to technology developers.

Advanced System Security Education, Research and Training Center
The Advanced System Security Education,
Research and Training Center (ASSERT) is a
multidisciplinary center devoted to Advanced System
Security Education, Research and Training. The center
provides curriculum and program development,
workshops, research opportunities, K–12 outreach and
access to Information Assurance research resources.
The ASSERT lab, located in the Computer Science
department, provides an isolated networked
computer environment suitable for information
assurance and computer security education, research
and training.
ASSERT provides educational opportunities and a
research environment in Information Assurance and
Computer Security for faculty, staff and students as
well as outreach to law enforcement, government,
business and the public at the local, statewide and
national levels.
ASSERT outreach efforts include testimony and
assistance to federal agencies, attorneys and
investigators in digital forensics cases; membership
in and leadership of the Honeynet Project;
presentations to local, state and national groups
such as Infragard, the Colloquium for Information
Systems Security Education and the Collegiate Cyber
Defense (CCD) Competition Working Group; and
organization of CCD competitions for teams around
the nation.

The ASSERT mission is to promote a culture
of awareness and advancement of the
current state of knowledge in the field of
information assurance in Alaska and beyond
through dedicated research, education,
training and outreach.
ASSERT infrastructure includes several components
including a lab that offers isolated virtual machines
and remote access, a physical SCADA (supervisory
control and data acquisition) lab and a digital
forensic laboratory. The ASSERT Lab infrastructure
has been funded through grants from the University
of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF), the UAF College of
Natural Sciences and Mathematics, the State of
Alaska, the UAF Technology Advisory Board, the
National Science Foundation (NSF) and NASA.
ASSERT faculty lead an NSF-funded project to
design, deploy and manage a national computer
security infrastructure for institutions and students
throughout the USA.
As a result of efforts at ASSERT, UAF has been
designated as an NSA/DHS Center of Academic
Excellence in Information Assurance Education.

To learn more, visit http://assert.uaf.edu/
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Alaska University Transportation Center
AUTC seeks to improve transportation in cold
regions through research, education
and outreach.
The Alaska University Transportation Center
(AUTC) draws on expertise throughout the state,
building strong partnerships among research
organizations, industry and state agencies.
AUTC is uniquely able to address transportation
issues common to cold regions. Alaska is both its
market and its research laboratory. The AUTC theme,
“transportation safety, security, and innovation in
cold regions,” was selected to complement the
mission and direction of the University of Alaska
Fairbanks—to inspire learning and to advance and
disseminate knowledge through teaching, research
and public service, emphasizing the North and its
diverse peoples.
AUTC works to meet the needs of Alaska
stakeholders such as the Alaska Department of
Transportation and Public Facilities, the Alaska
Railroad Commission, the oil and gas industry and the
broader transportation community across the nation.
As the only center with a specific primary focus on
cold region transportation issues, AUTC’s work at the
University of Alaska Fairbanks fills a national need.

To learn more, visit http://ine.uaf.edu/autc/

AUTC directs its efforts to all modes of
transportation. Like many northern regions, Alaska
depends on multi-modal transportation for part of its
economic growth. A mix of highway, air, marine, rail
and pipeline infrastructure makes it possible to meet
8 | In stitu te of No rth e rn E n gin e e rin g

the need for goods and transportation for its people.
Northern geographies face special challenges,
including a population density that varies across the
region, long distances between communities (often
with no interconnecting roads) and high dependence
on aviation and marine transportation. Diverse
geographic features, along with complicating factors
such as unstable soils, permafrost and extremely cold
temperatures lead to high transportation costs.
Pipelines for oil and other fuels dramatically impact
the economic well-being and security of the nation.
When such infrastructure traverses arctic and
subarctic terrains, the challenges of planning,
designing, constructing and maintaining pipelines are
best met by Arctic experts. In addition, AUTC has
addressed unresolved infrastructure challenges
associated with increased Arctic sea lane traffic and
Alaska’s need for Arctic marine infrastructure.
Improvements in cold regions transportation
engineering and dissemination of innovative research
to the national forum are AUTC’s primary goals. The
center addresses issues related to those identified in
the Federal Highway Administration Research and
Technology Report as key themes. Among these are
the impact of climate change on permafrost,
reduction of construction and maintenance costs for
transportation infrastructure, improved air quality
during the winter months and other measures that
address multi-modal concerns facing Alaska and the
nation’s transportation community.

Water and Environmental Research Center
Established in 1965, the Water and Environmental
Research Center (WERC) has long been a world
leader in addressing research questions involving the
Arctic’s water and environmental assets.
Specifically, WERC provides credible and timely
information for stakeholders to make informed
decisions regarding use of our shared environmental
resources. WERC faculty and staff expertise reflects
an array of disciplines relevant to cold region life
including arctic, civil and environmental engineering
as well as the environmental, hydrological, ecological,
biological and chemical sciences. Graduate and
undergraduate students participate in WERC-led
research projects every year and are heavily recruited
to fill technical and management positions
upon graduation.
WERC field work is second to none. WERC field
researchers specialize in conducting logistically
complex, physically demanding research expeditions
in America’s arctic and subarctic regions. Whether by
truck, boat, aircraft, snowmobile, all-terrain vehicle,
skis or on foot, WERC researchers consistently access
our nation’s most remote locations and conduct the
cutting-edge research necessary to understand,
preserve and sustainably develop
our cold regions.

The Water and Environmental Research
Center develops science and engineering
knowledge necessary to thoughtfully
manage and engage our cold-region
lands, air and water.
WERC laboratory facilities reflect the scope and
depth of ongoing research. The WERC Environmental
Laboratory contains cold rooms for controlledtemperature experiments, analytical chemistry
instrumentation for analyzing soil and water
constituents and material properties equipment for
measuring physical, thermal and hydrologic properties
of soils. WERC is also home to the Alaska Stable
Isotope Facility, a state-of-the-art laboratory that
employs naturally-occurring carbon, nitrogen, oxygen
and hydrogen isotopes as environmental tracers. The
WERC Human Dimensions Laboratory is an in-house
group supporting research on issues surrounding
water and food security, environmental quality and
the cultural and social aspects of environmental
engineering.
With funding from public agencies, private
industry and non-profit foundations, WERC is a
world-class provider of cold region water and
environmental knowledge.

To learn more, visit http://ine.uaf.edu/werc/
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Mineral Industry Research Laboratory
The Mineral Industry Research Laboratory
(MIRL) performs basic and applied research
that supports exploration, evaluation,
development, production, processing, refining,
transportation, permitting and land reclamation
related to using the mineral and energy
resources of Alaska for the maximum benefit
of Alaskans.
Major topical areas include beneficiation,
hydrometallurgy and pyrometallurgy of ores,
geotechnical engineering (including frozen ground),
impact of cold climate on mine ventilation, systems
engineering, mineral economics and computational
intelligence for mine operations.
Current projects that highlight the role of MIRL
faculty in supporting the mineral industry include
exploring mineral processing options for the Bokan
Mountain rare earth resource near Ketchikan, Alaska,
and conducting hazard mapping studies along the
North Slope Transportation Corridor to determine
feasibility of extending the railroad to the mineral rich
North Slope. MIRL researchers are also helping an
open pit copper mine understand the relationship
between rock characteristics, explosives and
fragmentation.

To learn more, visit http://ine.uaf.edu/mirl/

Our faculty also lend their expertise outside of Alaska.
The American University of Mongolia (AUM)
contracted with MIRL to help design the curriculum
of their proposed school of engineering.
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A key factor behind AUM’s decision to seek MIRL
involvement was the technical expertise available in
mining engineering and cold climate engineering; two
topics very pertinent to Mongolia. Additionally,
Erdenet Mining Company in Mongolia is working with
MIRL to better understand their ore grade
reconciliation issues.
MIRL has seen some changes recently such as
equipment acquisitions, new hires and retirement/
departures. Recent acquisitions for our laboratories
include an atomic absorption spectrometer, column
flotation unit, zeta potential meter and a lidar scanner.
Recent hires include two faculty with expertise in the
area of mineral processing and extractive metallurgy
to include dry processing and pyrometallurgy.
The mining related expertise of MIRL faculty is in
short supply worldwide. Extractive metallurgy
expertise has slowly declined over the last few years
as have the number of mine ventilation experts,
especially those that can go beyond basic ventilation
networks. Individuals that are able to utilize massive
amounts of mine operations data and mine it for
specific purposes, such as mine-mill reconciliation,
requires knowledge of both computational
intelligence and mining engineering, a combination
that is not easily found, but which is available at MIRL.
Whether you are a government agency looking for
answers to mining related questions or a mining
company seeking insight into a problem, MIRL is here
to support you.

Petroleum Development Laboratory
Faculty in the Petroleum Development
Laboratory (PDL) conduct basic and
applied research in areas such as
reservoir characterization, modeling, and
simulation, enhanced oil recovery, and fluid
characterization, drilling and production.
PDL assists the Alaska petroleum industry, state
agencies, and federal agencies in efforts to make
better use of these resources under stable and
healthy environmental conditions. PDL serves rural
communities by exploring ways to keep fuel
production and transport as economical and safe as
possible. Extensive graduate research opportunities
are offered to students from Alaska and all over the
world. PDL focuses on North Slope conventional and
heavy oil development, North Slope conventional
natural gas and methane-hydrate resource
assessment and development, geothermal resource
development and coal-seam methane resource
development in Alaska.
Current study areas include coal-seam methane,
methane hydrates, enhanced viscous/heavy oil
recovery, carbon dioxide capture and sequestration,
Arctic oil well and geothermal well cementing, gas-toliquid transportation through the
Trans-Alaska Pipeline System and enhanced oil
recovery through microbial and wettability
alteration processes.

PDL works in partnership with federal, state and local
governments, the private sector and
nongovernmental organizations to conduct research
and extend technologies for assessing, characterizing,
quantifying and developing Alaska’s oil and gas
resources. One such partnership is with Kitami, Japan,
to conduct joint research in the area of methane
hydrates. Similar agreements are in progress with
Russia and China.
PDL attracts funding from sources such as the U.S.
Department of Energy, the U.S. Department of the
Interior and private oil companies.
PDL maintains specialized laboratories, including the
Pressure-Volume-Temperature Fluid Properties Lab,
Petrophysics Lab, Miscible Displacement Lab, Gas
Hydrate Lab, GC/MS Analytical Lab and the Ceramic
Membrane Testing Lab.
PDL faculty members are recognized nationally
and internationally by such groups as the Society
of Petroleum Engineers, American Association of
Drilling Engineers and the National Academy
of Sciences.
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To learn more, visit http://ine.uaf.edu/pdl/

RESEARCH

Shirish Patil

The goal of producing
conventional and unconventional
hydrocarbon resources of Alaska
keeps this engineer fired up.
As a petroleum engineer, Shirish Patil’s interest in
hydrocarbons is generally focused on figuring out ways
to extract them out of the ground so they can be put
to practical use. He has over 27 years of research
experience in the areas of gas hydrates, PVT/phase
behavior, miscible/immiscible displacement, heavy oil
recovery technologies, GTL transportation studies,
asphaltene deposition studies and economics.
In 1987, he joined University of Alaska Fairbanks’
(UAF) Petroleum Development Laboratory (PDL) to
set up an oil and gas research program. “After arriving
in Fairbanks, I learned the resource potential for gas
hydrates in Alaska. The sheer size of this resource and
the challenges surrounding its potential as a source of
energy got me excited about this research,” says Patil.
During his time at UAF, Shirish has conducted a
variety of gas hydrate studies, on topics ranging from

thermodynamic behavior to production techniques
(experimental and modeling) to drilling hazard
prevention. He considers his most significant
contributions to be those related to the BP Alaska Gas
Hydrate Project, which include reservoir modeling
studies, relative permeability experimental studies,
formation damage assessment and economic
analyses. “This applied engineering research has
allowed me to interact with exploration & production
industry professionals as we look at the real life
challenges in moving technology from the laboratory
to the field,” says Shirish. “Several challenges remain to
be answered; however, I am convinced that this
research will lead us to advance gas hydrates
production technology in Alaska and elsewhere.”
Within the past few years, Shirish has been the
recipeint of the the 2010 UAF Distinguished Alumnus
award, the 2012 Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE)
Distinguished Member award and the 2014 SPE
Western North America Distinguished Achievement
award for petroleum engineering faculty.
Currently, Shirish is a professor of petroleum
engineering and the director of the Petroleum
Development Laboratory. He has supervised over 50
graduate students during his tenure at UAF.
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Nathan Belz

"The movement of
interdisciplinary
research is critical
to the advancement
of science and
knowledge."
Dr. Nathan Belz joined UAF in August 2013 as an
assistant professor in the Civil and Environmental
Engineering Department. Though Belz explains that
“nothing can really prepare you for the first time you
feel -40F,” he is no stranger to dealing with winter.
Having grown up in Maine and completed his PhD in
Vermont, Belz became keenly interested in the
transportation issues unique to rural and cold climate
areas. Even as a child, Belz was fascinated by the way
people plan and travel leading up to and following
reports of snow. “I guess I was just curious about what
other things could change a person’s travel habits so
drastically.”
Belz brings with him a research background in
operational modeling and simulation of driver
behavior at roundabouts. His current work seeks to
build upon his doctoral research which proposed a
new traffic theory to include drivers who “don’t follow
the rules.” As Belz explains, “In general, drivers have a
hard time with roundabouts, though I am not sure
what it so hard to understand about yielding. There
are a lot of misconceptions about roundabouts.
That excites me as a researcher.”
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Belz hopes to calibrate a cellular automata simulation
model, which he developed, for snowy and cold
climate conditions to better assess how incorrect
traffic negotiations affect the overall performance of
roundabouts here in Alaska. This fall, Belz will lead a
workshop on roundabout design training for local
engineers and students funded in part by INE and the
Pacific Northwest Transportation Consortium.
Belz uses several methods to study the way in which
people navigate the transportation system in space
and time including travel surveys, applications of
geographic information systems, and in-vehicle
instrumentation technologies. “Understanding the
transportation choices a person makes is crucial to
designing a transportation system that is both safe and
efficient,” Belz says. “I’m interested in things like
whether you choose to yield to a pedestrian or not,
decelerate more abruptly at traffic signals than at stop
signs, or decide to take public transit, a bike, or walk to
work instead of drive.” Some of his work borders on
social behavior research which, for him, is exciting. He
states, “The movement of interdisciplinary research is
not only interesting, but critical to the advancement of
science and knowledge.”

Lorrie Rea

"I research the adverse effects
of mercury contaminants on
seals and sea lions."
“Since joining the Water and Environmental Research
Center as a Research Associate Professor in
September 2013, I have created a collaborative
research lab called METAL – the Marine Ecotoxicology
and Trophic Assessment Laboratory. METAL brings
together researchers and students from multiple
colleges within UAF, including the wildlife toxicology
laboratory and new veterinary medicine program. We
collaborate with scientists from the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game, multiple laboratories
within the National Marine Fisheries Service (NOAA)
and the commercial fishing industry to study
environmental contaminants and stable isotopes in
marine mammals and in their prey.
“For the past two decades I have conducted research
on the nutritional condition of Steller sea lions,
particularly in a declining population in the Aleutian
Islands as compared to an increasing population in
Southeast Alaska. This research includes studying

young Steller sea lion pups on breeding rookeries in
the summer and capturing juvenile animals
underwater near their haulouts during the nonbreeding seasons. Once or twice per year, our team
travels to the far reaches of the western Aleutian
Islands hoping for forgiving sea conditions that would
allow us to gain access to the remote rocky shorelines
that sea lions favor. We anesthetize and handle sea
lion pups, and occasionally their mothers (using
remote immobilization delivered by dart). We collect
hair, blood and whisker samples to measure mercury
and stable isotopes. From these measurements, we
estimate diet composition of mothers during the fetal
development period and measure the concentration
of total mercury that the adult female transfers to her
developing pup. We also assess total mercury and
stable isotopes in Aleutian Island groundfish species to
help us understand movement of contaminants
through the Aleutian food web. From this, we may
identify where some sea lions are being exposed. The
research that our team engages in helps management
agencies understand important food sources for this
endangered species in different regions of Alaska and
helps managers assess other factors such as
environmental contaminant exposure that might
impact the recovery of this species.”
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Joe Hawkins

Joe Hawkins moved to Fairbanks right after high
school in 1974. He worked as an electronic technician
at a satellite tracking station, and later as a flight
instructor, before completing his BS degrees in
electrical engineering and mathematics at University
of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) in 1982. He pursued his MS
and PhD degrees in electrical engineering at Stanford,
where he worked on the Vehicle Charging And
Potential (VCAP) experiment that flew on the
SpaceLab-2 Shuttle Flight in 1985.
In 1987, he jumped at the opportunity to join the
faculty of the Electrical and Computer Engineering
department at UAF and has spent the past 27 years
working with students on the design, fabrication, and
launch of payloads for sounding rockets and small
spacecraft. He served as director of the NASA
sponsored Alaska Space Grant Program (ASGP) from
1991 until 2003. During that time, he established the
Alaska Student Rocket Program to provide
opportunities for interdisciplinary teams of students to
design, fabricate, test and launch payloads from Poker
Flat Research Range on NASA provided sounding
rockets. Five payloads were launched under this
program from 1992 to 2009.
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Currently, Joe has been working with students in the
Space Systems Engineering Laboratory at UAF, which
was created by Professor Denise Thorsen and is
sponsored by ASGP to provide opportunities for
students to design and launch small spacecraft called
CubeSats. Joe is working with the following four
graduate students on the development of instruments
and subsystems for CubeSats missions:
• Jesse Frey (top left) is developing an attitude
control and determination system for the Alaska
Research (ARC-1) CubeSat mission, scheduled for
launch in late 2015.
• Jonathan Klein (top right) developed an
electronically-steerable phased array antenna for a
future CubeSat payload that can point the transmit
signal toward the ground station without changing
the orientation of the spacecraft.
• Russell Carroll developed a thermal infrared camera
system that will monitor the three-dimensional
structure of volcanic ash clouds from space.
• Eric Flattem is developing signal processing
algorithms to extract three-dimensional structure
information from thermal infrared images.

John Venables

"Being born and raised in Alaska
has helped me to appreciate the
unique challenges we face in
the arctic."
I’m an undergraduate at the University of Alaska
Fairbanks studying Electrical Engineering with a power
discipline. This summer, I worked on two projects
during my internship with the Alaska Center for
Energy and Power (ACEP).
The first project was a case study of the use of solar
photovoltaic arrays in the Northwest Arctic Borough
which spans approximately 39,000 square miles and
has 11 rural villages. These villages are powered by
inefficient diesel generators that contribute harmful
pollutants to the arctic environment. Due to the lack
of a road system between villages, the price of diesel
fuel averages $4 per gallon. The communities also
realized that their water and sewer treatment plants
were inefficient, further prompting them to pursue a
renewable source of energy. Currently, six of the 11
villages have solar photovoltaic arrays installed on
their water and sewer treatment plants.

Several of the arrays have produced electricity 24
hours a day during the summer.
The second project was a lessons learned report about
the PureCycle 280 model Organic Rankine Cycle
(ORC) unit that was used by Cordova Electric
Cooperative in 2012 an attempt to increase the fuel
efficiency of their main 3.7 megawatt diesel generator.
The ORC was designed to use waste heat from the
generator’s cooling loop to turn an organic fluid (with
a lower evaporation temperature than water) into a
vapor, which was then passed through
a turbine connected to a generator to produce extra
electrical power. The experiment was shut down as it
quickly became apparently it was not economical to
continue running the ORC. It was discovered that the
undersized cooling tower was not able to cool the
ORC return loop which caused the ORC to use almost
twice as much power as it was producing.
Being born and raised in Alaska has helped me to
appreciate the unique challenges we face in the arctic.
I appreciate the opportunity to work with all the great
people at ACEP and I learned a lot about real life
energy issues in Alaska. I’m excited to use what I’ve
learned as I further my career.
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CESTiCC

"Systematic approaches to
environmental sustainability
in transportation for cold
regions and beyond."
The Tier 1 Center for Environmentally Sustainable
Transportation in Cold Climates (CESTiCC),
awarded in a national competition in September 2013,
is a consortium of three universities led by the
University of Alaska Fairbanks and director
Jenny Liu. The consortium offers unique abilities to
ensure a successful university transportation center
that addresses national, state and local needs in
sustainable transportation and “advance
environmentally sustainable policies and investments
that reduce harmful emissions from transportation
sources.”

To learn more, visit http://ine.uaf.edu/cesticc/

CESTiCC presents a unique opportunity to enable
cross-disciplinary, multi-model research, education,
workforce development and technology transfer
which is valuable in light of the cross-cutting nature of
today’s transportation challenges in cold regions.
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CESTiCC’s goal is “to systematically engineer
environmentally sustainable transportation
infrastructures in cold climates, considering the entire
life cycle of transportation planning, design, materials
selection, construction, maintenance and operations,
preservation, and recycling through the collaboration
of academia, industry and other stakeholders.”
In addition to their projects, the center’s researchers
actively participate in conferences and workshops as
well as mentor and encourage future leaders in the
field of transportation. For example, CESTiCC cosponsored the 2nd International Symposium on
Winter Road Maintenance and the 7th Annual Tribal
Transportation Conference. CESTiCC also hosted high
school students participating in the Alaska Summer
Research Academy program and organized an
engineering session for 6th graders during the
Kids2College Program.

INE FUNDING

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
RESEARCH EXPENDITURES

Expenditure per PI
< $100,000

Expenditure per PI
$100,000 -200,000

Expenditure per PI
$200,000 - $400,000

Expenditure per PI
> $400,000
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18 PIs

8 PIs

5 PIs

13%

28.9%

22.3%
of investigator led research in INE
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35.8%
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INE Total Expenditures
General Fund Revenues
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FY08

FY09

FY10

FY11

FY12

FY13

FY14

FY14 RESEARCH
REVENUE SOURCES

$494,358

$857,758

$434,096

$519,103

Federal
State and Local Government
Corporations & Private
Other Universities
Other
American Recovery & Reinvestment Act

$4,678,300

FY14 MATCHING
SUPPORT

$7,783,991

$245,634

$188,337

INE Match
CEM Match
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FY14 RESEARCH AND
GENERAL FUND
EXPENDITURES

$14,865,701

* INE operation expenditures consist of administrative,
information technology and proposal office support
which includes salary and benefits.
** INE faculty investment expenditures consist of all the
research centers (ACEP, AUTC, MIRL, PDL & WERC),
PI overhead accounts, equipment, travel and student
tuition awards.

Research Projects
Operations*
Faculty Investment**
Matching Support

$1,130,630

$433,971
$3,724,857

ulty Investmen
t
Fac

CEM Match

INE Match

Salary Support

Student Aid

Travel

Services

Capital Equipment
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Operations

Supplies

Other

PHOTO CREDITS
COVER
Background: Matvey Debolskiy, a PhD student in
geophysics, balances a precipitation gauge on a ridge
above the Jarvis Glacier in the eastern Alaska Range. UAF
photo by Todd Paris.
Inset left: Engineering majors Cody Klingman and Logan
Little measure dust samples in a Duckering Building lab.
UAF photo by Todd Paris.
Inset middle: Daisy Huang, a research engineer for the
Alaska Center for Energy and Power (ACEP), sets up a
remote meteorological station on a hillside near the Black
Rapids Lodge, about 150 miles southeast of Fairbanks. The
station will record wind speed and direction, as well as
temperatures at different altitudes. UAF photo by
Todd Paris.
Inset right: INE research professional Matt Bray prepares
concrete samples for testing under extreme pressure in
a Duckering Building rock mechanics lab. UAF photo by
Todd Paris.
BACK COVER
Construction worker at the new engineering facility. UAF
photo by Todd Paris.
INSIDE COVER
Professor Regine Hock, a glaciologist with UAF’s
Geophysical Institute, and Tristan Weiss, a research
technician with the Institute of Northern Engineering,
measure the depth of the ice near the toe of the Jarvis
Glacier in the eastern Alaska Range. UAF photo by
Todd Paris.
PAGE 2
Far left: INE director Daniel M. White. UAF photo by Todd
Paris.
Top right: Workers poured 400 yards of concrete for the
construction of the strong floor at the new Engineering
Facility. The strong floor is one of the unique features of

the new building and the first in the state of Alaska. UAF
photo by Todd Paris.
PAGE 3
Center director portraits of G. Holdmann, S. Patil,
J. Genetti, and J. Kasper are UAF photos by Todd Paris.
Photo of R. Ganguli by Tara Kohanevych. All other photos
courtesy of INE.
PAGE 4
Graduate student Purevbaatar Narantsetseg works with
samples of rare earth minerals in a Duckering Building lab.
Narantsetseg is part of a partnership between UAF and
the Mongolian government to establish a school of mining
engineering there to educate locals to help develop the
country’s mineral resources. UAF photo by Todd Paris.
PAGE 5
A small team of researchers led by WERC research faculty
Ken Tape descended 400 river miles of the Nigu, Etivluk,
and Colville rivers to study changing riparian ecosystems
from the Brooks Range to the Arctic coast of Alaska.
Their research focused on the changing river hydrology,
vegetation, and novel wildlife in the region. Photo by Ken
Tape/WERC.
PAGE 6
Top left: ACEP faculty and staff gather in front of the
Energy Technology Facility at UAF. UAF photo by
Todd Paris.
Bottom left: ACEP research engineer David Light inspects
tubing installed at the UAF Power Plant designed to help
capture waste heat. UAF photo by Todd Paris.
Bottom right: INE research faculty and AHERC director
Jeremy Kasper, right, waits for ACEP engineer Jack
Schmid’s signal to place the bridle to hold AHERC’s
hydrokinetic test barge in place. A hydrokinetic turbine
was mounted on the barge for two weeks at AHERC’s
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Tanana River test site to test the turbine’s performance in
realistic river conditions. UAF photo by Todd Paris.
Background top right: A view into ACEP’s Energy
Technology Facility at UAF. UAF photo by Todd Paris.
PAGE 7
Top Right: Research assistant John Quan assists student
programmers in an ASSERT laboratory. Photo by
Todd Paris/UAF. All other INE technology photos by
Rob Harper.
PAGE 8
Top left: Installation of bridge monitoring sensors on the
Chulitna River bridge. Photo by Leroy Hulsey.
Bottom left: Soil sampling on the Alaska Railroad to
determine residual herbicide. Photo by David Barnes.
Background top right: Paving using Warm Mix Asphalt.
Photo by Bruce Brunette with DOT&PF.
PAGE 9
Top left: WERC student inspects an MPN plate for
enumeration of hydrocarbon-degrading microbes. Photo
by Priyamvada Sharma/WERC.
Top right: WERC student Erica Lamb prepares to deploy
an automated water sampler at the Alatna River. Photo by
Rob Gieck/WERC.
Bottom right: WERC student Levi Overbeck collects spring
discharge measurements on the upper Kuparuk River.
Photo by Joel Homan.
Background bottom: WERC faculty and staff install a
weather station on Mount McKinley. Photo by Kenji
Yoshikawa/WERC.
PAGE 10
Top left: MIRL director Rajive Ganguli goes under a
blasthole drill prior to designing a sampling device at the
Erdenet Copper Mine in Mongolia. MIRL is helping the
mine reconcile mine grade with concentrator grade. Photo
by Ariunbolor Purvee.

PHOTO CREDITS
Bottom left: UAF graduate student Erdenebaatar Dondov
works with samples of rare earth minerals in a Duckering
Building research lab. UAF photo by Todd Paris.
Background top right: Steel ball bearings that are used to
crush ore at the Mineral Industry Research Lab facility in
the barn at the UAF Agricultural and Forestry Experiment
Station. UAF photo by Todd Paris.
PAGE 11
Top right: Undergraduate John Cheshire conducts
research in UAF’s Petroleum Development Lab in the
Duckering Building. UAF photo by Todd Paris.
Bottom right: Graduate student Shruti Oza sets
up apparatus for a procedure in UAF’s Petroleum
Development Lab in the Duckering Building. UAF photo
by Todd Paris.
Background top right: A sample of heavy crude oil from
the Kaparuk field on Alaska’s North Slope. Petroleum
engineering students are using the samples to experiment
with ways to recover more oil from existing fields. UAF
photo by Todd Paris.
PAGE 12
INE researcher and associate professor Margaret Darrow
inspects a spruce tree which has been split into several
pieces by a frozen debris lobe. UAF photo by Todd Paris.
PAGE 13
Top left: PDL director Shirish Patil and a student in the
Petroleum Development Laboratory. Photo by Todd
Paris/UAF.
Top right: PDL director Shirish Patil teaching freshman
fundamentals of petroleum, drilling and production class.
UAF photo by Todd Paris.
Far right: PDL director Shirish Patil with the formation
damage assessment set-up in the Petroleum
Development Laboratory. UAF photo by Todd Paris.

PAGE 14
Top left: Dr. Belz discusses transportation with incoming
freshman at the 2014 CEM Student Orientation. Photo by
Aly Englert.
Top right: The George Parks Highway (photo taken
near Healy, AK) serves as the primary route between
Anchorage and Fairbanks. Photo by Nathan Belz.
Far left: Both recreational and utilitarian, getting around
Fairbanks by bike is efficient, economical, and healthy.
Photo by Nathan Belz.

Robert Bensin.
Top right: Organic Rankine Cycle unit in Cordova, Alaska.
Photo by Danny Ackmann.
Far right: John Venables examined and documented case
studies for two already-existing power systems projects
in Alaska, the performance of an Organic Rankine Cycle
machine and the solar installations in the Arctic, during
his 2014 summer internship with the Alaska Center for
Energy and Power. Photo courtesy of Marcia
Cassino/ACEP.

PAGE 15
Top left: Steller sea lions on a breeding rookery in the
Aleutian Islands, Alaska. Photo by ADF&G. Photograph
taken during research permitted by MMPA/ESA permit
#14325 to ADF&G.
Top right: Juvenile Steller sea lions interacting with a diver
on the surface during underwater captures near a haulout
in Prince William Sound, Alaska. Photo by ADF&G.
Photograph taken during research permitted by MMPA/
ESA permit #14325 to ADF&G.
Far right: Lorrie Rea and graduate student John Harley
photographed while conducting Steller sea lion research
in the Aleutian Islands. Photo by NOAA.

PAGE 18
Top left: CESTiCC students, Paul Eckman (left) and
Chuang Lin (not pictured), give a tour of a paving
materials lab to nine high school students during their
2-week Civil Engineering module of the Alaska Summer
Research Academy (ASRA) program. Photo by Lin Li.
Top right: Research team and construction crew are laying
down paving interlayers on test sections. Photo by Jenny
Liu.
Bottom right: CESTiCC funded project “Impact of
Cold Climates on Vehicle Emissions” aims to measure
and assess vehicle emissions in cold winter climates
dominated by engine cold starts and idling which cause
greater air toxic exposure to people living in cold climates.
Photo by Tom Jobson.
Far left: CESTiCC director Jenny Liu. Photo courtesy of
Jenny Liu.

PAGE 16
Top left: Graduate student Jesse Frey with the engineering
model of the ARC-1 CubeSat undergoing tests in the
Helmholtz Cage. Photo courtesy of Joe Hawkins.
Top right: Jonathan Klein in the anechoic chamber testing
the phased array antenna that he built for CubeSat
communication systems. Photo courtesy of Joe Hawkins.
Far left: Joe Hawkins, Professor, Electrical and Computer
Engineering. UAF photo by Todd Paris.
PAGE 17
Top left: The solar array is from Deering where the panels
are mounted around the top of the water tower. Photo by
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PAGE 19
Sunlight filters through the clouds on a July evening in
Alaska’s eastern Interior. UAF photo by Todd Paris.

UAF is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer and educational institution.

Naturally Inspiring.

